
Choose your effect and how to create it

LED LYTE family

Choose your effect

Highlight architectural features or illuminate specific objects with discreet lighting. The images below demonstrate how to create various effects.

This flush-mounted mini LED family adds a touch of detail that has the ability to transform a room. With a wide beam angle of 110°, they create a subtle 
yet atmospheric accent of light. With a threaded version perfect for fitting within a cabinet or in an alcove, it couldn’t be easier to showcase objects or 
features. Also available in an IP65 version for added versatility. The plug and play connector makes this product versatile and easy to install.

Invigorate ordinary spaces or dark 
corners with a mini decorative 
light. The ML family are a superb 
solution for this due to their small, 
recessed profiles. It is particularly 
effective when used for kick-boards 
or illuminating steps.

Use wall lights to illuminate your 
space without creating overhead 
shadow. Highlighting walls is a 
great way to create ambiance and 
atmosphere through the soft light, 
whilst also utilising reflection to 
make small spaces feel larger.

Delivering light directly onto the 
floor, this technique is great for 
creating low glare, ambient lighting 
in any room, whilst also aiding 
occupants to navigate their way 
around when overhead lighting is 
switched off.

Integrating discreet lighting into 
furniture, under cupboards or in 
small spaces provides the user 
with an elegant, contemporary and 
perfectly lit space. The LED LYTE is 
perfect for this type of installation.

Discreet and interesting

Decorative wall lights 
& under shelf lighting.

Our extensive range of decorative and under shelf lighting has a multitude of attractive  
options which are suitable for any installation.

Low-level decorative 
lighting

Mid-level wall lighting Low-level wall lighting Backdrop / feature lighting
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Decorative mini spot lights

Mounting brackets

ML03

ML01

WB/M 01 WB/M 02WB/M 02/30º

MS02 IP MF02 IP

Great for highlighting pictures and focal items or for reading and 
adding style to the walls, obtain a functional and stylish finish using 
our mini wall lights. These products are made using marine grade 
stainless steel and are IP rated to 65, allowing for installation both 
indoors and outdoors. Choose from three colour temperatures and 
three wall mounting brackets to suit any lighting scheme.

This spot lens creates an 
atmospheric environment, 
especially when lit onto tall 
ceilings and columns.

Use this adjustable LED mini 
light with flood lens to wash 
light across  walls or ceilings.

Adding flexibility and functionality to the mini wall lights couldn’t 
be easier with three mounting bracket options available suit any 
scheme. Choose from a single, stainless steel bracket or two double 
mounting options, allowing for ultimate flexibility.  All brackets come 
complete with wall fixings.

Emitting a ‘halo’ effect, this elegant design adds instant impact to 
any area. Finished in high quality anodised aluminium, this classic 
design will fit perfectly in superior establishments and residential 
environments.

Designed to add style to floors, walls and ceilings, these lights can 
be walked over and are IP68 rated, allowing for installation in any 
environment. Due to the clever design of the product, no glare will be 
felt, even when looking directly at the light.

Decorative mini wall lights
The selection of decorative marker light products are highly discreet, 
highly decorative and highly effective, available in a range of white and 
coloured light. Choose from flush or raised mounted, radial or halo 
lit effect for stylish and contemporary lighting in both interior and 
exterior spaces.

ML02
Contemporary and chic yet understatedly rugged, ML02 mini light 
adds style to floors, walls and ceilings. Made using marine grade 
stainless steel and IP rated to 68, this product is acceptable for use in 
or outdoors.
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